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The existence of bound states of two A particles with nucleons is discussed, and their bind
ing energies are estimated on the basis of global symmetry. It is shown that a correlation 
should exist between the emission angles of the pions produced in the decay of such systems. 

1. Although up to now the existence of hypernuclei 
containing two A particles (produced, for exam
ple, upon absorption of :S particles by nuclei [1] ) 

has not been proved conclusively by experiment, 
a few theoretical considerations can be advanced 
in favor of the realization of bound systems of 
this type. 

We eliminate from consideration the deforma
tion of the core of the hypernucleus by A particles, 
which can only increase the binding energy of the 
system. Then, introducing the coordinates 
ri ( i = 1, 2) of the A particles relative to the 
center of the core, and excluding the motion of 
the center of inertia of the hypernucleus, we can 
write for the Hamiltonian of the system A1 + A2 

+core 

where 
2 

H0 = LJ (IN2f.-l + V. (r.)), 
. t 1 t 
l=l 

( 1) 

Pi and Vi are respectively the momentum and po
tential-energy operators of the i-th A particle in 
the field of the core; M0 and J-i are the mass of the 
core and the reduced mass of the A particles; 
VAA -potential of AA interaction 1l. 

For an arbitrary function <I> ( q) we have 

(where B2A -binding energy of the ground state of 
the hypernucleus). From this, choosing for 

l)The discussion that follows i~ based on the assumption 
that there is no repulsion center in the AA interactions. How
ever, in the case when the radius of the center rc is small 
compared with the dimension R0 of the A-particle orbit, it 
can be shown that the existence of the center leads to the 
appearance of additional terms of order (rcfR0)' in the binding 
energy. 

<I> ( q ) that eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian H0, 

which corresponds to the binding energy 2BA, we 
obtain 

since 

It can be shown by using the inequality resulting 
from (2), which is valid when V AA ( r) 2: 0, 
namely 

(3) 

[where &1 = JvAA(r)d3r and ~/~~ax-maximum 
value of 1/1 2 ( r)], that hypernuclei with two A 
particles can exist even in the case of a suffi
ciently strong repulsion between them. In fact, 
the condition for the energetic impossibility of the 
decay of the hypernucleus X~A with emission of a 
A particle is ~B < BA ( BA -binding energy of the 

hypernucleus x~- 1 ). An estimate for He3A leads 

to &1 < 15 MeV-F 3• Account is taken here of the 
fact that BA = 3.1 Mev1 2J and that the potential 
in which the A particle moves is [3] 

V r = 0(1 l 1 · _ _l_ '- ' ..-__ -'-- r { H 2 ( 12 '! l ' } 
I( ) -LV -j t) rfr2 1 r dr ) p ( ) ' (4) 

where &1 Ak and R1 are respectively the volume 

integral of the central spin-independent part of 
the AN interaction and its quadratic radius, p ( r) 
= 4a-3n-312 exp (- r 2/a2) [ 4], and the parameter a 
(with allowance for the correction for the proper 
dimensions of the proton) is 1.16 F [i,s]. The 
value of ~Pinax is bounded from above by 1/1 2 ( 0) 
= n/2d for a particle moving in a rectangular 
well with infinitely high walls of depth U0 

= (V 1 ( r) lmax· Its radius r 0 was determined 
from the condition of equality of the energy of the 
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ground state to BA and was found to be 2.1 F. 
To estimate the order of magnitude of the 

energy ~B we use global symmetry. Since the 
function of the two A particles in the doublet rep
resentation [s] is written in the form 

A1A2 = + Y1Y2 + + Z1Z2 + + {2-•;, [ 2-•;,(Y1Z2 + ~; ~;) 

+ 2-'', (Y Z + ~+~-)-] + 2-'/, [2-'1• (Y Z - ~+ ~-)' 21 21_ 12 12~ 

+ 2-';, (Y2Z1 - ~; ~~)]}, (5) 

we can show that the potential of AA interactions, 
neglecting the ~ and :S channels, is equal to the 
potential of the AN interaction in the singlet 
state and consequently should be short-range 
(one -pion exchange is forbidden in both cases). 
For numerical estimates the volume integral of 
the singlet AN interaction was taken to be 
Q = -510 MeV-F3[ 5J. Taking into account the fact 
that for a o -type potential we have in the frame
work of perturbation theory 

!'J.B::::::: - rl. ~ ¢4 (r) d3r, 

we obtained ~B "" 9 MeV for the case of He~A· 
1/1 ( r) was approximated here by the function 
exp (- r 2/Z 2 ), where l was taken from the calcu
lations for the ordinary hypernuclei. 

2. Let us consider the successive meson decay 
of a light hypernucleus with two A particles. In 
the case when the first to take place is three
particle decay, a correlation can exist between 
the two decays for nonzero spin of the interme
diate hypernucleus, while in the case of two
particle decay it can exist when the spins of the 
initial and intermediate nuclei differ from zero. 
Among the nuclei with Z < 3, the latter is satis
fied only for H~A· which decays in accordance with 
the scheme 

H~A~Hei+rc, He~~He4 +p+rc. 

The hypernucleus decay was calculated in the 
usual fashion [ 7 •8] on the basis of the impulse ap
proximation, with allowance for the interaction in 
the final state and under the assumption that each 
of the decays occurs independently. Taking for 
the amplitude of the decay of the free A particle 
the expression s(1 +{3a·k/k0 )[8] (where the 
experimentally-determined parameter 2> {3 2 is 
equal to 0.13[ 9] at k0 = 101 MeV/c, k-pion 
momentum, and s-a constant of no importance 
for what follows), we obtain for the decay matrix 
element 

(6) 

2){3 is assumed real. 

where 1/1 1 and 1/1 2 are the spatial and x1 and x2 the 
spin parts of the wave functions of the initial and 
final states ( 1/12 contain~ at infinity a plane and a 
converging wave). 

We choose a reference system in which the 
intermediate nucleus He~ is at rest. After mul-

tiplying the matrix elements of the first and second 
decays and summing over the intermediate states 
in the resultant formula for the cross section, 
summation was carried out over the final spins 
and averaging over the initial spins. The result 
was the formula 

[ 4~2pk/ko2 J 
(j- Oo (k, rp) 1 - (1 +' ~2p2;ko2)(1 + ~2k2, ko2) COS 8 ' (7) 

where u0 ( k, cp) -cross section of the second 
decay[ 8], p and k-momenta of the mesons of the 
first and second decays. From the energy balance 
of the first decay, neglecting the interaction of the 
A particles with each other, we have p = 134 
MeV/c, B-angle between p and k, cp-angle be
tween the proton and the meson of the second 
decay. 

To obtain the correlation between the first and 
second mesons, we integrate (7) with respect to cp 
and k. The energy distribution obtained after in
tegrating with respect to cp can, in accordance 
with [ 8], have a sharp maximum near the upper 
threshold. In view of this, the integration in (7) 
can be reduced to a replacement of k by kmax 
= 95 MeV/ c [8], corresponding to the maximum of 
the energy spectrum. Hence 

a- 1 - 0.47 cos 8 

a -1- cos8 

The calculation of the decays 

~2 = 0.13, 

~ 2 = 0.83. 

under the assumption that the spin of HeA_ is 

equal to unity 3>, leads in analogy with the case of 
H~A to the expression 

[ 
Wpkfk~ l 

a ~ :::io (k, qJ) 1 - (3 + 2~2p"fk~) (1 - ~2k2fk~) cos fJ J • 
(8) 

(An important role in the derivation of (8) is 
played by the weak dependence of the phase shift 
of the scattering of the proton by He3 on the total 
spin of the system in the low energy region [to]). 

Recognizing that p = 115 MeV/c and kmax = 90 
)\1eV/c[I 1J, we get 

3 )It is usually assumed that the spin of He1 is zero. In 
this case, as indicated above, there would be no correlation. 
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a~ 1 - 0.29 cos e for ~2 = 0.13, 

a~ I- cose for~'.!= 1.28. 

We now consider the case when the first decay 
is a three-particle decay. In the presence of a 
core with zero spin in the sufficiently heavy hyper
nucleus, we can apparently neglect the presence of 
the A hyperon in the analysis of the interaction of 
the hypernucleus with the nucleon produced during 
the decay. An approximation of this type was used 
to calculate the decay 

He:A---+ He1_ + p +.:rc, He1_---+ He4 + p + ,.e, 

Choosing a reference frame in which He~ is at 

rest, we obtain after summing and averaging over 
the spins 

(9) 

where cr1 and cr2 are the cross sections of the first 
and second decays in the chosen reference frame. 

Following integration over the angles of em is
sion of the first and second protons, cr1 and cr2 in 
(9) yield the energy distribution for the first and 
second mesons. The energy distribution for the 
second decay is known[B]. The distribution of the 
mesons of the first decay will be analogous, since 
the main part of the energy is carried away by the 
proton and the pion, so that the energy spectrum 
of the latter depends little on which of the particles 
the reference frame is fixed in-the He~ or He~A· 

Putting Pmax = kmax = 95 MeV/c, we get from (9) 

o -1-0.35 cos 8 for ~2 = 0.13, 

o ~ 1 - cos 8 for ~2 = 1. 

In conclusion we note that in spite of the small 
value of (3 2, the correlation between the mesons 
in all three cases is appreciable and should be 
observed experimentally. 

Note added in proof (30 March 1964). After this article 
went to press we learned of an experimental discovery of 
hypernuclei containing two A particles[121 An estimate of 
nAA on the basis of the experimental values of BA leads to 
values("] that are close to (!AN for the singlet state. 
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